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BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 Son
Pedro SE. 265·0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto r11-dios, install Burgl.ar alar~s,
100fiJ discount for students with ID. QuiCk servtce.
11/6
Used TVs for sale.
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black.and-whltc processing printing,
Fine-grain or pushproccs.sing of. film, Contact
sheets or custom proofs. H1gh q uahty c nlargements, mounting, etc. Advice, ll asked. Call 265-2444
tfn
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE,
PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, (no refunds if cant;elled
before five lnsertlons), Cht.ssified 111d·
vertisements'must be paid in adv.nce.

·o

.g

Marron Hall room 131 or· by mail to:
CJassilled Advertising, UNM Box 20,

A!buqnerque, N .M.

WILL
3292.

87131 •

~·------~----------~
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1. PERSONALS

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·

ds who care at Birthright 247-9819,
tfn
·~ TAROT PALM I-CHING readings, 3007 Cel'\tral
Q> NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642.
10/50
~ STEAK PIZZA at Pepino's on Central, Also dally
~ luncheon specials-4310 Central SE.
11/5
aJ FREE: Lovable white female shepard X spayed, 1
yr. 898-6073after 5:00p.m.
11/6
<N' WANT TO SHARE some thoughts? Try AGORA
.....-t 277·3013,24 hours.
11/7

Z

~ MARY -Please don't do this to me. Nick.

11/5

co:$ WOULD STUDENT Who called about brown bag
P-i in car, 10/22/75 PLEASE call again, important or

call 255-6811.
OK GEORGE, it's 1,115. Lotsa Difference!

11/6
11/5

J.P. Did you know Nixon was a Sigma Chi. JTL.

11/5
POETS-If you have talent, the world needs to
know, we have the place .• , Call Toby 296·7555.

11/7
UNM BOXING Nov. 8, 7:30 p.m. SUB Ballroom,
Admission: Students $1,00, General public $1.50.

11/7

2.

LOST & FOUND

TYPE

PAPERS,

242-2757.

3.

11/11

SERVICES

l1/19
.
WEDDING INVITATION & Photography at low
cost. Creative Services 299-7930.
11/6

4.

FORRENT

SHARE ADOBE HOUSE Corra1es, male graduate
student preferred. Serious students only. $130
plus, 898·9058.
11/5
EFFICIENCY FURNISHED fairly new furniture,
$95 plus utiHties. 131 14th SW, no pets. 842·

6522.

11/5

SLEEPING
ROOM-kitchen
privileges
everything furnished. 3 blocks to UNM Ucmnle

only), 242·4489.

\}

AM/FM 8·track recorder with all the goodies.
11/14
$9.86 per month, i:!56·3505,
NECCHI ZIGZAG r75 closeout, Buttonholes, blin·
dhcms, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of $4.00,

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10·speed bicycles, Camping, hildng, and
262-0637.
11/14
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
REBUILT
40HP
VW
engine
Installed,
$300
exSan Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tfn
change. Certified mechanic, guar.anteed, 300
BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
11/5
Charleston SEat Zuni.
of the finest, European makes. Gitanes $115; Ber·
NEW SHIPMENT at Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
tins $165, Extra large _bicycles for men over 6'4':·
Fantastic new clothes, Hawaiian shirts, wool
Complete 10-speed adJUstment $10. R.C. Hallett·s
coats, hat!! & elegant dresses. Lots of
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 843·
miscellaneous. More coming next week. 3409 Cen·
9278.
tfn
tral N.E.
11/6
1 WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
BICYCLE INSURANCE: $12 fi"t $100. R.C.
on sale now. Next door ro the Guild Theatre, 3407
Hallett's,843·9378.
tfn
Central NE, 268-8455.
12/4
BENJAMIN
MJRACORD
Turntable-new
needle
.
CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi
Fidelity equipment 40, 50°Jo off. All reasonable of· •,$60, tape, recorder Sony TC666D reel to reel,
4-track, pus]l button controls, $125, 266"2711. 11/7
fers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE.
256-3505.
11/14
DOBERMAN PINSCHERS Champion lines, AKO
registered, 2474437 after 7 p.m.
11/10
LEVI's-·BLUEl JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE,243·6954. tfn

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric. Guar·
an teed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298-7147,

11/10

FEMALE TO SHARE two-bdrm house near
UNM. Prefer grad student. $85/mo. 277·43499am1pm, Mary.
11/5
SHARE two bedroom furnished apt near campus.

11/10

BEST UNM Luxury Apartments. Spacious, nicely
furnished. Security. Bills paid. 208-209 Columbia
SE. Ca11255-2685.
11/11

5.

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6.
Prepare now, call Professional Educators of New
Mexico, Ine. 255-4050.
11/14
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dlssertalions,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Fraucnglnss, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3

Kim. 265•

SMITH-CORONA OWNERS!- Service by the
manufacturer! Guaranteed supplies and service by
the only factory owned and operated service
facility in New Mexico. Reasonable rates: fast,
quality service, Free estimates. Near UNM: 1719
Girard NE, 1/2 block north of Indian School. 268·
5441.
11/7
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Manuscripts, thesis,
dissertations, SOc per page. 845..3288.
11/7

247-2550, $82.50/mo.
MALE, SILVER-Black Norwegian Elkhound, 1
year old. Reward for return. 265·1134, or

Call

11/7

AFRICAN BEADS, wholesale pricos.268·0527.
11/12

FORSALE

IMPORTED CLOTHES directly from India by
UNM student. Very reasonable price. 842·9048.

11/7
VW VAN 1971 brand new engine, 4 months wril·
ten guarantee, $2050. 898·8985.
11/5

1972 PINTO, red w/economicpl 4 cy/engine.
$1400, Contact Citizens Bank of Albuquerque,
298-8777 exl 281 or 252.
11/11
COMPUCORP 322G sdentist computer-caku·
Jatar, prograrD.ablo with charger A/C unit $89.95.
Texas Instruments SR10 and chRrger $29.95,
11/5
Gunrunner, 3107 Central NE.
BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. Gitanos $115;
Bertins $165. R.C. Hallett's World Champion
Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 8<13·9378.
tfn

6.

EMPLOYMENT

THE ALBUQUERQUE DANCE Theatre needs
t.ypist. Part time work, flexible hours. Call 242·

0547.

11/6

WAITRESSES. $2.00 per hour. Art
A & P Bnr,247·3491.

8.

Or

Leonard,
11/10

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition.

293-1818.

11/7

.
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MASTERS PROGRAM
Petroleum, Mining, Metalurgical
Engineering (Bachelors Degree in Physical
Science or Engineering)
*Research Institute
*Fnll Stipends
*'75 Graduate Salaries 315,000- 317,000
*Contact:
Dean of Graduate Studies
New ltlexico Institute of l'iiniug
and Technology
Socorro,N.M.S7801

Happy 21st Birthday

{

EARLY RESERVATIONS NECESSARY!
Call:

THUNDERBIRD TRAVEL AGENCY INC
3205 CENTRAL AVE. NE

265-5961

The idea for differential funding has been around since the early
but has only gained legislative support fairly recently, said
Revolution 1Cnlest,er Travelstead, UNM Vice President for Academic Affairs.
He explained the rationale behind it. "In fairness to any inA romantic account of a
young man's rites of passage
each program offered should be funded at an adequate
for that program."
through love and politics,
filmed in Parma, freely based
Differential funding is an attempt to do that by recognizing the
in funding required to teach different courses at difon Stendahl's The Charter·
house of Parma A magnllkentllierent levels.
A special action group was ordazzling film.
dered by the legislature last
Bernardo Bertolucci
year to design a formula for differential funding.
The group consisted of Harry
Wugalter, chief of the Public
School Finance Division of the
Department of Finance and AdMan
ministration, and the presidents
or their representatives of the
In The
six state universities. The group
White
completed its
work
and
published
a
proposal
last
Suit
weekend.
Included in the proposal is a
recommendation
that
the
legislature set a uniform tuition
scale for all institutions of
higher learning in the state.
Under the recommendation, a
student would pay by the hour
for 1-11 Student Credit Hours
(SCHJ, pay a flat rate for 12-18
SCH, and for more than 18 SCH
Lobo Photo
pay the flat rate plus an extra
Chester Travelstead
amount for every hour over 18.
Travelstead said the recommendation was designed to discourage
practice of "shopping" for classes or signing up for a large numof classes and later dropping down to a normal load.
He said, "We think a student who wants to take more than 18
should give the idea serious consideration."
Another part of the same recommendation reads, "It is recomthat as costs rise, tuition charges should also rise."
Travelstead said that in light of the fact that tuition has not been

Thursday

British Satire

KOOGLES!

New Mexico Daily Lobo

(Continued on pago G)

Health Center Head
Prefers Status Quo
By Tim Gallagher
new director of the
Health Center is spenhis first month rer~u•:mtmg himself with the
Center.
Claude H. Brown took
as head of the Student
Center from Acting
Dr. Rick Levin on Nov.

ndidates'
tements
Deadline

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Daily LOBO will be runplatform statements and
of all eligible ASUNM
Mldate! for the Nov. 12 elecstatements will be
Friday, Nov. 7, by 3 p.m.
1 statements will be no longer
200 words, typ~written and
spaced. Due to space
uations the LOBO reserves
right to cut or edit any
Statements will be
the bottom up.
candidates' photographs
be taken by the LOBO betthe hours of 11 a.m. and 3
on Nov. 7 only. Due to the
.of some pictures sublb the past, only those
taken by the LOBO will be

,

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Te•·ms Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room 131
1\tiail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Dlrtclor. Francl01 1"ruflalll

Please place the following .::lassified advertisement in the New Mex~co
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under ~he head1ng
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found· 3. Service~· " For Rent; !].
For Sale; 6. Emplovrr~. 'lt; 7. Travel 8. Miscell<:t;.~0·~:;.

\

Be4'ore The

rfor.Niqbt:

New York and Chicago
Leaving December 18, 19, 20.
Los Angeles and San Francisco·
Leaving December 2Q
Special Thanksgiving Flight
To Los Angeles Only!
Leaving November 26.

'

';

Wednesday

By-Charles McElwee
The new differential funding proposal recently completed would
a student wishing to take more than 18 hours to pay extra
lsilcteervee,crr.y hour over 18. A general tuition increase is also being con-

Car Ski Carriers

Saturday

EHRISiTM:ASi EiRElUP Fbl6HT5i TEl:

./.,'

Pedal 'N Spoke
3025 Central NE

Tuition Increase
Being Proposed

ill

1. Brown said, "I'm just going to

,
•
Photo by Wendell T. Hunt
1
D orm rest'dents ".&1
uagu,ate thetr homes in a used-car lot motif in a mock attempt
to put their buildings up for sale.

Ne\N Mexico

I
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UNM Athletic Budget Faces Cut

Minor Sports May Get the Axe
By Rick Wright
The UNM Athletic Council
Tuesday learned that the
proposed 1976-77 athletic budget
faces a cut of at least $110,000
and debated whether the cuts
should come from "minor" or
"non-revenue-producing" sports.
Assistant Athletic Director
Ike Singer told the council the
Athletic Department's $550,000
request to the Bureau of
Educational Finance (BEF) had
been cut by the BEF to $400,000.
Singer also said Athletic
Director Lavon McDonald, who
did not attend the meeting due to
illness, and called and said the
men's budget would have to be
cut an additional $45,000 to help
meet the proposed women's
budget.
.
"Overall, we're looking at a cut
of some $200,000," Singer said.
"This would about wipe out UNM
minor sports,"
Council
member
Janet

chop pieces out here and there?"
she said.
"If we cut all recruiting
budgets in half, we could save
$56,000" Roebuck said. "I don't
like the assumption that we have
to cut minor sports."
UNM Women's Athletic Director Linda Estes said she feels
UNM has only one revenueproducing sport, basketball.
"I define 'revenue-producing'
as 'profit"making' ", Estes said.
"Football is in the hole annually
to $250,000 a year.
"I really get mad when people
start talking about minor sports," Estes said, "because they
tend to regard women's sports as
minor."
Estes said she believes both
basketball
and
women's
volleyball are potential revenue
producers, without the large investment necessary in football.
Council
member Robert

.

'
'
'

spend this first month getting
back into things." Brown has
been at the center since 1973.
Brown, who three years ago
did a study of other Student
Health Centers on campuses
around the U.S., said, "The
Lobo Photo
Linda Estes
quality of student care here is
Roebuck said she objected to the
superb. One of our goals here is
idea that all cuts must come from
to meet the bulk of the
minor or non-revenue-producing
student's needs.
sports. "Why can't we go in and
(Continued on page 10)
"You don't have to be sick to
come here," said Brown. "We
want to set up a comfortable atmosphere here where a student
could just come and talk if he
sex crimes to UNM's limited schedule of night
wants to. College in itself is a
By Maria Zannes
classes.
stressful place and we would
The Campus Police Department and the Rape
"UNM is not a night school. When it begins to
like to relieve some of that Crisis Center reported one rape on campus this
expand at night, there will probably be· a higher
stress."
semester, but a Crisis Center representative said
incidence of rape. With no night program, there
Last year Brown was a staff she believes there were at least 10 times more
is no traffic," said Ramsey.
physician at UNM's Health Cen- rapes than have been reported.
Despite statistics which indicate the inThe one reported rape was of a 17-year-old
ter and was also the head of
frequency
of sex crimes, many women are afraid
out-patient services. He said he women, which occurred in the northeast section
of
being
attacked.
Ramsey said the Crisis Center
feels his job has broadened as of the UNM campus in October.
receives
between
five to 10 calls a month
The small number of reported rapes at UNM is
director of the Center. "I have
requesting someone to accompany a female
more administrative work now, not a n!lw development, said Officer Pat Caristo.
student
to and from classes. There is no escort
"There
has
not
been
a
high
volume
of
violent
but I still hope to spend a half
at
UNM. Ramsey suggested that female
service
sex
acts
jn the last 15 years," said Caristo.
to a . third of my time as a
.
students
ask
male classmates to walk with them
The
UNM Police Department did not ke\)p
physician."
after
dark.
Brown said he learned from a records of sexual crimes before 1960.
The FBI has estimated only one in every 10
Indecent exposure is the most frequent sexual
,University
of
Michigan
rapes
is reported to authorities. The Rape Crisis
professor who studied the ratio offense on campus this year. There were 25
agrees with the FBI opinion.
Center
of cost to \ltilization of campus violations reported since January, 1975.
Ramsey said she believes many rapes on camThere were six sexual assaults reported in
Health Centers that UNM was
pus are not reported because of the University's
1975.
Police
explain
that
sexual
assaults
are
not
one of the better utilized censocial atmosphere.
ters. The new director said he necessarily rape' if there is no penetration.
"A number of women on campus are raped in a
Sandy
Ramsey,
assistant
coordinator
of
the
was not sure if rising costs
(Continued on page 7J
Rape Crisis Center, attributes the low number of
{Continued on page 3)
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90 Per Cent of Rapes Unreported
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Nation Votes in Off-Year Elections

World

Democrats Continue to Lead

~
Z

By United Press International
party to be "alive and well"
The Democrats retained their nationally.
o overwhelming dominance of the
Women continued to climb the
.g nation's statehouses and major . political ladder as Kentucky' and
~cities Wednesday, but the Mississippi both elected female
Republicans gave them a rousing lieutenant governors, but voters
~ run in the Mississippi governor
in New York and New Jersey
held fast to their rejected equal rights amend0 race and
-~· meager crop of big town mayors.
ments to their state con~
The off-year elections, with stitutions.
~ only two governorships at stake,
The hot contest was in
i:=: left Democrats in control of 36
Mississippi, which 4as not had a
states, with Republicans holding Republican governor since the
• 13 and an Independent one. Civil War reconstruction ended
~ Democratic mayors were elected in 1876 and was not expected to
~ in most of the big cities with par- get one this year.
p... tisan contests, although an InBut Gil Carmichael, a
dependent pulled a comeback up- Republican
who
publicly
set in Minneapolis.
declared he wanted no help from
Trends for the big political the White House, gave the state
show in 1976 were hard to find in its closest race in living memory
Tuesday's results, but. President before dropping behind
Ford did not hesitate to conclude Democrat Charles "Cliff" Finch.
that they showed the Republican
With 82
cent of the vote

B

z

the most complete

Fine:art
supplies
Rolls/Pads/Sheets of paper
Stretched canvasses t!. panels
Drawing pencils/Brushes/Sprays
SHIVA/DANA/GRUMBACHER
AND WINSOR & NEWTON oil paints
Liquitex Acrylic paints
Designers gouache/watercolors
DR. MARTIN'S DYES
Pastels/Charcoals/Sprays

)

~

f
!,

Lfi"GELLS

I

~ 2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE (505)266-3211

I

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candelaria
PHONE 344·5002

'
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Tonight%

By Terry England
The Lobo Campus Pharmacy,
now occupying the building
University Drug used to be 'in,
By United Press International
has opened for business.
The store bas heen completely
remodeled inside, with new floor
tile, ceiling tile and knotty pine
SAN JOSE, Calif.-Marty the marijuana-nibbling mouse who ·wall paneling. Most of the fixwas never rehabilitated, has died of old age.
tures and shelves are also new.
The little field mouse found fame last year when police caught
The large picture windows
him in a trap baited with marijuana. He had been nibbling
which used to face Central Ave.
marijuana in the narcotics evidence locker.
been removed and replaced
Police overlooked his vices and made Marty the department by a wall. Larry Guggino, owner
mascot A spreading rash and heavy Joss of fur afflicted him in h~ of the pharmacy and lease holder
advanced age and he was hospitalized in the San Jose Pet Clink
the building, said he hopes to
last month. He died in his sleep there Tuesday, lspoJlsor a contest on the campus
the design of murals to be
!noir•t.Prl on the wall where the
LONDON-Britain is reinforcing ground and air forces in the lwintdo>¥S used to be. The contest
be held early in. the Spring
tiny Central American colony of Belize-fOJ;~erly Br~ti~h Hoil·
duras-because of increased Guatemalan m1htary act1v1ty near .sen1es~er, and the selected
will have a culturalthe border, the foreign office said Wednesday.
.
mediicine motif.
A government statement said o~ders had. bee? g1ven to fly
The hours of the new store are
troop reinforcements and Royal A1r Force Jet fighters to the
same as before, 7 a.m. to 12
colony.
Guggino said he has not set
A spokesman said the first reinforcements-whose strengt~
policy
on cashing checks yet,
was not disclosed-will arrive ''shortly."
expects the policy "will be
over the old policy.
will have some sort of
SACRAMENTO, Calif.-The proliferation of atomic power sy>Lem," he s;~id, "but we haven't
plants will poison the world with radioactiv~ was~es ~nd will
up with anything definite
nations closer to nuclear war, two Nobel prtze-wmnmg
said Tuesday.
In the portion of the building
In a joint statement at a legislative hearing, Hannes Alfven,
used to house the Univerphysicist, and Harold C. Urey, a chem~st, argued t~at lar·ge·scall
Drug Bookstore,
a
nuclear 'expansion and the resultmg productwn
resl•mr.ant .and newstand will
plutonium "means the threat of death to all of us."
space. The restaurant will

counted, Finch led Carmichael
290,609 to 267,852, with an Independent drawing 15,188. Finch
had 50.6 per cent of the vote and
needed at least 50 per cent to win
without sending the election to
the state house of represen•
tatives.
The Kentucky governor's race
was a placid stroll for incumbent
Democrat Julian Carroll, who
stepped up from lieutenant
governor last winter when Gov.
Wendell Ford went to the
Senate.
Republican Robert Gable had
hoped to make a contest of it by
focusing on the bnsing issue in
Louisville and surrounding Jefferson County, but Carroll held
his own in the state's most
populous area and swamped the
GOP candidate in the rest of the
state. With all but a few precincts counted, Carroll had 453,210,
or 63.3 per cent of the total vote,
The Democrats also elected
Thelma Stovall lieutenant governor in Kentucky and Evelyn Gandy to the same post in Mississippi, both beating male opponents.
They are the first of their sex to
hold the office in the two states.
and join New York's Mary Ann
Krupsak as the second ranking
officials of U.S.
Two controversial former
policemen, one an incumbent and
the other a former mayor, won
local races. Mayor Frank Rizzo,
the tough former police commissioner of Philadelphia, was
reelected despite opposition from
his own Democratic party and
the handicap of a broken hip suffered in mid-campaign.
Charles Stenvig, a police
detective who won the Minneapolis mayoralty in 1971 but
lost it two years later, upset his
1973 conquerer, AI Hofstede.
Boston's veteran Democratic
Mayor Kevin White won a third
term, but his victory over state
Sen. Joseph Timilty was closer
than expected in the busing
disrupted city.

Marty the Mouse Dies

Britain Sends Troops to Belize

Colby Remains Temporarily
WASHINGTON-President Ford, after abruptly firing
William E. Colby Sunday as CIA director, asked hil).l Wednesday
to stay on until his successor is confirmed.
.
,
The veteran intelligence expert agreed and was tmmed1ately
booked for Congressional appearances.
.
Ford asked Colby during a 15-minute meeting to contmu.e run·
ning the Agency until George Bush, named hy Ford as h1s successor, clears up affairs at his diplomatic post in Peking, returns
to Washington and "is confirmed and qualified."
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November 6, 1975
8:00p.m.
SUB Ballroom
Jjl..OO- Publie S.SO- Students

Tiekets On Sale Now:
At SUB Box Office and Chicano Studies

SAN FRANCISCO-Court-appointed psychiatrists disagree on
whether Patricia Hearst is competent to stand trial immediately,
but a federal judge will decide the question by Friday.
"This is a difficult and complex question to decide--;this matter
of competency-at this stage of the case," said ~.S. ~i~trict
Judge Oliver Carter at a hearing Tuesday on Hearst s condttwn,

.....
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I

IConliinucd !rom pagol)

change the UNM Center
a free service to a nominal
He does not see any major
in the center in the
year. "We have a quality
They're just superb," he
Brown also said he does not
there will be any major
changes in the
"We did make the
en trance a little
accessible with some
structural changes, but I
we should expand our role
meet the growth of the
body rather than exthe building," he said.

=---.
----- --.
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"New York Times"-which will
· go on sale about 1 p.m. every
Sunday-the "London Times,"
"Chicago Tribune," "Washington
Post" and a daily "Wall Street
Journal." Alan Price said the sale
depends on the demand, and they
will be willing to stock papers of
somebody's home town as long as
they buy it.
Besides
newspapers,
Newsland will stock magazines,
some of which will be foreign.
Right 'now, Price said, they are
working on getting some French
magazines, hoping to bring in
.Photp by WeJ,dolli T.liunt
"Paris Match.M Art books, overThe Lobo Campus Pharmacy opens.
sized paperbacks, and some hardbacks will be offered also.
unavailable in the U.S. These inPaperback books, of course, clude editions of "Conan the BarFor a while, the store hours
will be sold there. Price said one barian," which is published· in will match the pharmacy. Price
of the largest selections of scien- London for the English versions said that will be on an exce fiction will be available, many and Monterey, Mexico for' the perimental basis for a few weeks
of which are imports usually Spanish versions.
to test the response.

~:

·.

If you are tired of your old hairstyle or, hairstylist give the hairdesigners at The Cut Above a try. We personalize each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready_ for
an improved you, Come and see us at The Cut Above, a Umsex
Salon where you'll get a personalized consultation. The most
creative hairdesigners with special emphasis in Living Color
Variations and Bodywaving.

We Assure
Personal Satisfaction
'
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SAVE •150.80 ••.•
REALISTIC® STEREO
COMPONENT SYSTEM
An economical starter system
that speaks quality from the
inside out: Realistic STA-47
AM-FM stereo receiver, two
MC-1000 walnut veneer
bookshelf speaker systems
and Realistic LAB-34 changer
with base and $17.95 vall:.le
elliptical cartridge. There's
only one place you can find
it . :. Radio Shack.
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Poolside at the Executive North Apts,

7303 Montgomery NE
(East of Louisiana Blvd,)
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Components Sold
Separately . . .

399.80
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NMPIRG will be having an election for five
on the Doard of Directors. Any student.
lo run for the Board and must pick up
a candidate's statement and election
the NMPIRG ofricc by Wednesday, Nov.
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Hearst's Mental State in Limbo

Presents

I·

open in a week to 10 days, while
the newsstand will open ·this
Saturday.
The name of the new
restaurant is "La Vil!ita (Little
Village)" and will be able to serve
82 people. Guggino said all their
breads and pastry will be made
on the premises, and they offer
such things as Mexican Coffee.
Guggino also said the owners
hope to set up a patio behind the
building during the summer and
have live entertainment occasionally.
Newsland, .which has two
other stores in Albuquerque, will
be the other tenant in that portion of the building. John and
Alan Price own the bookstore,
and have been looking forward to
opening a store in the UNM area
for a long time.
The store will seii the Sunday

Scientists See· Nuclear Threat

ASUNM Speakers Committee and
the Chicano Communications Center

Sra.Laura
Allende

Orugsto~:e· Replacement Is Open

News

§
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and you cnn

CHARGE IT
At Radio Shack

2930 Central South East
PRICES, MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAl. STORES

256.;9329
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Ser Chicano

~------~----------~

Starship Review Disturbed Me

Chicanos As A Catalyst
For Cultural Awareness

About Homecoming

Your Jefferson Starship review seriously
disturbed me. It insulted the group, their audience, and your readers. From insipid cut lines to absurd analysis, it reeked with pseudo-history,
egoism, and insensitivity. How could anyone
who witnessed the inspired bass solo by Pete
Sears suggest that he presented a "too heavy"
sound for the Starship? Craig Chaquico might
not have enraptured the entire audience, but an

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy
Letters to the Editor...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
words,
typewritten
and
double spaced.
Sender's name; address
and telephone number must
bz included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld · upon agreement
with the editor, irt persort.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, telephone. number and address
of a group member

I~
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Editorial
.
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Board

Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the Dally Lobo
Staff, All other columns, cart~~ns
and letters represent the opm1on
of the author and do not necessarily
reflt~ct the view!l of the staff .
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munication." "White Rabbit" involved more ~
than "a statement on drugs." Long <l!lhn :><
Silvers and Bark were not Starship produc- g
tions. Such artsy-cute metaphors as "tuna tJ
business" and the "band whose members con- ~.
sidered themselves dead" served only to cause q
confusion or contempt for the review.
.
~.
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CuiMal awareness is the realization and appreciation of community
·:~:
societal be~avior and values as they relate to the goals of society. It
0'
an evaluation of behavior and values in such a manner as to
9
To the Honorable McAtee:
Red Octopus listeners could inform the Z
''""''thFm or condemn them in order to further the achievement of
After reading McAtee's letter a number of. times in an effort to ~ind ·
reviewer
that Marty Balin did more than "help." ~
goal~, whatever they might b~. Cultural awareness is knowing "adequate" label verged on libel. Equally ofessential points, I finally reached the con~lus1on that all of yo~r pomts
behav1or and values are of ment to a society, and to recognize fensive was the assertion that "Sears and drumSimply consider the popularity of "Miracles." I
were based on a premise of blatant b1gotry towards lesbians and
these are not constant, but demand constant change as society mer John Barbata do not fit." Calling these arbelieve the sell-out crowd reflected the group's g"
homosexuals.
renewed popularity via Red Octopus than a "'
tsits "fillers" displayed amazing ignorance for a
""""'"' awareness on the UNM campus is primarily concerned with reviewer serving as the LOBO's "Arts and
desire "for an evening of reliving past glories." .?'
behavior and values of the students. It asks and ascertains several
Your reviewer might have arrived ten years late ~
Media" editor. It seemed curious that he failed to
I'm not going to dispute the fact that Home~oming is not nos~algic,
What language do students speak? What is their perspective
for
the concert, but most everyone present en- <n
credit
Grace
Slick
or
Marty
Balin
while
he
wrote
because it is a tradition and tradition is nostalgic. 1'0: also not go!ng to
the campus and the outside world? Do students value high grades
joyed
an overpowering musical experience,
argue that the Alumni does not have its place. In th1s Ho~eco.mmg as
i teaching, and adequate recreational facilities? Are the student~ so much inaccurate background material.
marred only by sound system flaws. People will
with every other Homecoming, students worked closely w1th the ~lum.
on campus, or do they feel as if they belong? Do they have Surrealistic Pillow was not "their first comrelive the show months from now.
ni. After all the purpose of this tradition is to welco~e back Alumm and ometl1ina solid to relate to; upon which to build a successful career
promote positive relations and feelings of community between current
a successful life? Answers to these questions and many others
Tom Richter
and former students.
'
been provided or aided in their solution by the Chicano community
lhis campus.
Chicanos have brought change and benefit to this campus as a
group introducing novel ideas to the Administration. Chicanos
Agreeing that Homecoming is a tradition and that the ~lumni have a
. instru';lental in attaining special services, peer group counseling,
place all traditions have to be updated and how can one Ignore the 15
1n form1ng the ISWU (collective bargaining, a revered American inper c~nt (Kinsey Report) of Alumni who are gay. Fortunately the world
The Chicano community has aided the recruitment and aphas changed since 1932 and one of the m~jor changes ha.s been an ef. recialtion of other minorities. Some current proposals involve more
fort to end bigotry and all forms of oppression and repress1oo.
student involvement in recruitment, and a teacher evaluation by
to be made available to all students prior to registration.
Due to their inefficient decorations) was wasted. I feel
have helped to keep the Administration and the state
business operations, we had no that the public should be aware
~"'"'·"'"
conscious of the fact that UNM is here to s~rve New Mexico
music at our party, and a lot of of their failure to meet their adSpeaking as a combat veteran, the military, while being a stau~ch
all of its citizens.
bastion
of
bigotry
and
personal
suppression,
is
in
the
process
of
bemg
money spent on other aspects vertisement claims.
has this come about? It comes about through the Chicano's
!i.e. room rental, food and
Ralph K. Larson peacefully petitioned for change in this area and others.
1aren1ess of his own culture. By knowing what will benefit his people,
culture, he also realizes what behavior and values will benefit
on this campus. This cultural awareness is accomplished to a
extent by Chicano Studies. I urge all students including Chicanos
Honor has in mine and others' experience: been a matter of personal participa1te in Chicano Day, Friday November 7th.
integrity and not (as you are advocating) stipulated by sexualit~. All one
There is a MECHA meeting Thursday at old Honors Center, Zimat 6 p.m.
,
writing in regard to Martin Nix's letter of
31. I agree has to do is check into the military record of Leonard Matlov1ch, who
with Mr. Nix in his opinion that the .current trans1~ system needs has been decorated and commended with honor for his courage and
bravery.
by Garry Trudeau
radical rethinking to insure preservation of our environment.
The Colorado Reading Lab, of Ft Collins,
1 would like to point out however that our prese~t corpora:e
If you are a student who would like to
will offer a 4 week course in speed reading
economy will not tolerate such change. Automo~1les are big
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
t CliJ1& 840<
to a limited number of qualified people in the
money from steel and rubber right down to highway conl'I/R/.YI J: l'iOT ITS MY
a business person who wants to stay
Albuquerque area A person is required to atstructi~n. There is no profit in environmental concern. Even the
IN ARIJUNP ~ PAP, B.P.
I, more than many, am very aware of the excellent qualit~ of t~s
abreast of today's everchanging accelerating
1/NP I FINP
tend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
115'5 ••
military has a great stake in the highway sys~em. ln~rease.d University and will continue in my unceasing efforts to proJect th1s
world, then this course is an absolute
7HI561/Y.
..
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks· only.
pavement means increased availability in city-to-c!ty trans1t. This image to the rest of the State of New Mexico and country. I also intend
\.--,..
.necessity. These Free one hour meetings will
pavement provides ideal routes for troops and artillery a,~ w~ll as continuing in my endeavors to educate peopl~ old and you~~
The course guarantees to triple the person's
be held at the following times and places:
convenient landing strips for planes in the event of a nat1onal their fears and prejudices which result in the bigotry and host1hty
reading speed with a marked improvement
is
rampant
in
our
society
towards
people
who
do
not
or
cannot
Tuesday NoveDlber 4 at 6:30 PDl
emergency."
in comprehension and concentration. The
form to a mold that can produce only white middle-class het:ercosex.uals.
and
again at 8:30 pDl
We have been raised all our lives to consume: W~ ~re c~n This is not an approval of licentious behavior but a demand for a
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
Wednesday NoveDlber 5 at 6:30
tinuously told by advertisers that we must ~e d1ssat1sf1ed w1th of one's responsibilities.
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
PDl and again at 8:30 PDl
last year's product. It is no wonder that Amencans cannot relate
faster. They can read almost any average
to voices suddenly telling them that they must no long~r waste.
Thursday NoveDlher 6 at 6:30 pDl
book in less than one hour.
Yes it is extremely important to preserve our frag1le planet.
and again at 8:30
For those who would like additional inBut i; conservation compatible with Capi~alism? What changes
Friday NoveDlber 7 at 6:30 pDl
Finally
as
the
recipient
of
the
boos,
catcalls,
threats
and.
missiles
formation, a series of free, one hour orienmust be made in order for our soCiety to tolerate . enand again at 8:30pDl
the so-called honorable mature individuals at the Homecommg gam~ I
tation lectures have been scheduled At
vironmentalists?
1 feel that these questions mus~ be g1ve~ can only say that your blindness saddens me.
t/57M,
Saturday NoveDlber 8 at 10:30
· these free lectures the course will be excareful consideration ...and soon. Our plan~t Earth WI~ not wa1t
7H~Re$ SO'rl/3
aDl and again at 1:30 PDl
around while we bicker for decades, try1ng to ma e up our
Ot/JGUYIN
plaiMd in complete detail, including
Monday NoveDlher 10 at 6:30 p~
TCiP
Me,
01/R.
K!TQIEN
feeble minds.
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
'/OIJKM:WI
/JR/NK/N6
and again at 8:30 PDl
B. J. Wistor
class schedule and a special 1 time only inPlett-, MA/li.OXI
These Dleetings wifl he held at
I
troductory tuition that is less than one-third
two different locations at the
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
:r 7HINKNIGHTflMehi457Jif~~:l
saDle dates and tiDles. One, in
only one of the free meetings for complete
OY~ ANtJ 111PR I TUI<N/3/J SOFTlY
RooDl 231-E Student Union Bldg.,
IN MY StEIJP ANP CAL.t.!3P 1/eR
details. You may attend any of the meetings
UNM CaDlpus and also at the
NAM5 ... I Fe/.T 8MPT'6 IHJRJ;
for information about the Albuquerc;ue
ANI? 7HBN, LATe!< ON, SO VeRY,
soN, IT's
Albv..querque National Hospitality
classes.
~ AtoN/3, THAT'S WileN
eetJN A
RooDl, 501.Coors NW.
r rtJmeo YrXJ...
These orientations are open to the public,
If you are a businessman, student, wife or
above age 14, (persons under 18 should. be
executive, this course which took 5 years of
accompanied by a parent if possible.)
intensive research to develop, is a must You
If you have always wanted to be a speed
can read 7-10 times faster, comprehend
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
more, concentrate better, and remember
course too time consuming... now you can!
longer. Students are offered an additional
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
discount This course can be .taught to inshort weeks you can read 7 to 10 times
dustry or civic groups at "Group rates" upon
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
request. Be sure to attend whichever free
more.
orip,ntation that fits in your schedule.
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Arts & Media
News Editor
Sports Editor
Michael O'Connor.
Orlando R. Medina
Terry England
Harold Smith
Jon Bowman

lt'j

Editor:
KRKE radio station advertises
that one of their disc jockeys
will bring their sound system
and play at private parties. Yet,
when the Wardroom Society of
the NROTC Unit at UNM made
arrangements for one of the~r
disc jockeys to come to the1r
party on Saturday October 25,
he did not show up. The disc
jockey did go to the Phi D~lta
Theta fraternity house, wh1ch
was rented for the party, on
Friday October 24, but was told
by fraternity members that the
party was scheduled for t~e
following night. When the rad1o
station was called on the night
of the party, it was confirme?
that our party was on the1r
calendar for that evening, but
we were told that neither the
scheduled disc jockey nor any
other disc jockey could be
reached.

z

Editor:

By Mario Chavez
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Speed Reading
Course To Be
Taught In
Albuquerque Area

Economy Won't Take Change

Edlit~~
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FREE DAYTIME ACTIVITIES
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Early Wind Ensemble

in North Ballroom 12 noon - 1 pm
Friday Nov. 7th
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Study Group Supports Wilderness . . . Proposal 1\lllght

~?

t

,.Q

lC11
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nr J11e lllllmlllly
:'!tudan.t~ und fl\~llitv con·

wiU1 wilrlm•ntJa~ 'prllsor·
vntion ln NilW MoxicQ h11V0 for~UI'IIP.d

:;;-, m11d n Wlldm·ncss Study Group
0 nt UNM. Tho group is a sub'§ committee of the Mountain Club.
H
The "sub·group" designation
..!::;> was decided upon because most
'01 of its active members belong to
A the Mountain Club as well.
B Dr. Robert Holzapfel,
·~ associate chairman of German,
::;;1 who would have been advisor for
~ the group if they had stayed in"' dependent said the group has
Z three aims: •
<.::>
-Explore de-facto roadless
~ areas in N .M. to investigate and
~ check
out boundaries ... eyeballing them for wilderness
qualities, making observations of
any new structures, mining or
roads. This will essentially include field trips.

"'

henl'lngs and hold
wl'ite·in campaigns for wilder·
ness area designations.
-See that the information is
converted into some bill given to
local Congressional delegations.
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The club also has other functions:
kayaking,
rafting,
bouldering,
bike
touring,
technical climbing, backpacking,
snow-shoeing, winter mountaineering and mountaineering
skiing.

DuBois said it is one of the
oldest and larget clubs on r.am·
pus.
"We are chartered as a soda!
club, but we serve other funcThe Mountain Club has tions. We provide a means for
worked on some conservation people to go to the mountains
with people who know what t!H'Y
projects this semester.
are doing. It. is a wtty to go to thll
One of its projects has been an mountttins to do what yon want
attempt to stop a coal burning to do," DuBois said.
power plant on the Kaiparowits
Plateau. "We are not asking to do
Meetings and trips are o1wn to
away with them, but to make everybody. Tlwr<' is a $2 f~'~' for a
such construction a careful semester or $3 fN' f<ll' Y~'ar t.o
decision," said Del DuBois, become a nwmh<'r. Mllmlwr~ will
president of the club.
be allowed to us~' dub <'quip
Other projects included a let· ment. Tlw dub has \l!l paid m~m
ter writing campaign for the bers for the fall senwst<>r and ;\
Resource Planning Act of 197 4 considt>r:1bll~ :unount of \Ulpaid
and circulation of a petition to be members who t>wn tlwir llWl\
given to Governor Apodaca not equipment.
..
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The club has also had climbing
schools which attracted 50 participants. The club will have a
cross-country ski clinic after the
first snow.

He said the organization will
give members "an opportunity to
participate in the political and
organizational effort for development of wilderness areas."
Karen Marston, who helped
form the group, said, "In other
western states, such as Colorado
and Arizona, wilderness study
groups at universities are the
backbone of the wilderness
movement, but university involvement in wilderness conservation has declined in recent
years in New Mexico."

• ;::;: ... ;:. f-'t:~ u· E :~ r;n o1 ~ap
c;.._,El ·,, t,8u::-.2:~ - g ;: ..::t~-p ...... ;
..

to give a variance to the pollution
problem at the Kennecott copper
plant.

~Supporl,

lOT

<h• A~UNM P•ll

EIM"ti<"~n W<'dhC'~dny. ~ov. 1~. ~

a,m, to7

p.m. anri ~0\1~
for •m<ntingloatlot<
ni~ht long.
Wi;>h(l{'d
Call277·552t' forallfnrth('r
info. Join in.
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The Cultural P· Jgram Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

pampu~ Police Ne.w$,

Cause Tuition Rise ·Physics Theft Finally Discovered

By Colleen Curran
increased for several years, "The legislature might very well
Tht' Physics Department just
it this year."
dis~\worod a theft of $856 worth
In addition to tuition, schools will be funded by the
tlf ~quipment which could have
the basis of "university units."
oWH'l'ed !tnytime between last
The number of university units produced by a
sllllllllt'l' and Oct. 30. A camera
calculated on the basis of how many SCH it teaches in 14
tripod, two camera lenses, a
ctttegories of courses on three lev<.>ls.
~alllt'l'll cnsil and a light meter
The special action group made a study of hO\v much it has
II'QI'Q Hlolon from a room in the
recent years to teach courses in each of the categm'it>s at tlle
l'h)'$it•s J,odure Hall. 'l'he reason
division, upper division and graduate level.
tht' lnHs was not discovered was a
Social sciences at the lower division was found to \w l~ast
1\ll'llllll'l' of the Physics Departpensiv<J, and was given a w<.>ighting of om', 'l'he otho:>r
lll<'lll wuR believed to have had
Wtlr<l weighted in t•omparison to lowPr division sodal s~i<->M<'S,
tlw t•quipment with him while on
'l'he number of hours taught in ea~h a~!\dl'mir ~all'g<WY at
n niH' )'<'Ill' Rnbbntical in tho I~ar
level is multiplied by its assignPd wpight and thP t·Psults
l·~a~l. tlpon his retm•n, the equiptotaled to ardve at thP n\unb<o'l' of uniwl'sity units prodltt'<'rl by
mt•nlwas UI'Ler111ined stolen,
Aulomobill' hurglal'il.'s were
school.
'l'hll W<'if,hting s~al<' will Ill' rHalrulall'd t':wh J'<'ar ml Ih<'
jH't•vaiPill n~;nin this week, as five
im·hlt•ul~ of l.hl'll from r1trs Wl'l'l'
how mmwy was distl•ibu t I'd among t hl' t>:tt t>goriPs I ht' Y<'!\1' m'I<~•ruE
'l'he job of the lPgislatlll'!' will hi' to st•l :t dollar vall!<' on
l't•pnriPtl to Lit!' Callljllls l'olit'l'.
·
1
Homt•llllP fort'l'd t.lw h>fl front
univt>rsit~· unit, attd fund srhouls 1l\l tht> l:\sis nf how many
1
sity units tht')' prodU('P.
, 1 wiudow nf 11 rnr parked south of
'l'h<' Mhoots will hP gi\'1'11 a lump ~m11 nf l!Hili<'J' and will
al\owrd to makr budgrl dislrihul ions fn>lll I hal :1~ I hi'~· ~N' fit.
'l'hl' <'ffpd nf lh<' formula is In gin' sdtnnls whh·h \P:\1'11 mnrc 1
JH'liSiVI' ~0\ll'R<'S lli'Opnrtinll:\1 Ply 11\0l'E' 11\0III'Y.
HJHIH'Ill'<>d hy tlw A~tiNM
'l'rav<'IR!!'ud Mid various fa<'lnr-~ mak<' il impn~sihl•• I•\
how mudt !llnl'<' mom•y FNM will g~l if I h<' prnpns;tl i.• ad<>ptcdl HJH•nlt '' m C<llllllliH <'I' and tIll'
Chkano t'<lll\11\lllli~alioM CPtltl'r,
thl' ll'gi~ltl!\11'(',
"Bul," hi' Raid, "hasl'd on last yl'ar's figtu'P-• nnd \11•' arnoun: l:aura All<'lldl', ~is!!'r <If lit!' l:tt<'
nn>li!'Y allm•aiP<i hy lhP il'gislalnrP lust Yl'l\l', \TNM 1\•>uld · S:dvudnr Allt>tl<l!', will s)walc at ll
1'\'~t'iV<'d $411!1,000 moi'P using tit<' fot·muln than it dhl."
p.m. in t ht> Hni<ll\ Ball~llnl\1
'l'hurHiia,v, Nov.!\.
'
He said th<1 Univt:>rsily would prnhaltly API {'\'I'll
!Continued ttom page I)

Alvarado Dorm and took $200
worth of 8-track tapoa, a pair of
glasses and 30 tennis balls. The
vent window of another car was
forced open on the driver's side
and a timing light and a check·
book were taken from it. The
license plate was removed from
an auto parked in the lot east of
the Fine Arts Center and a
parking permit was stolen from
another vehicle parked on the
east side of Parsons Hall. In the
last reported incident, someone
forced entry on the passenger
sido of a car parked in the
Alvarado Dorm parking lot and
look a l'itiwn's band radio, '12 8tradc l-apt'S and a stereo 8-track
lapP play<:'r.
A total of three 10-speed
biry<'l<:'s W<'l'll taken from bike
ral'lcs around the campus and a

~\11'1'~'11\ ~ondilintts.

tlNM l'i'I'RidPnt William llttvis said hr I hink.• tlll'l't' will not
big impa<~t <lll HNM right away if thl' \pg·islalur!' u.•l's lh<>
hut nVI'I' a Jwriml of y<'ars llwl'ffl'rl rnuld,ht' t•nusidl't'ahh•.

While .at U!'>i"M, Allende will
present up-to-dat!' inf ormution
on C'onditions in Chill', including
~he P(•licies carried out by the
JUnta and the economir problems
ofthe Chileun people.
Chile has the highest inflation

·. )', .. • :~•J ff,-.:;,1 PlliW ! '

_

•

•

atudwr b,Y fcclemJ

u: hn•rnr; "nd prcurwtwy,n lntf!r('Rtf;d in Af
f1rmahw, ll.dmD'1 Gont.'ll'~

EiouM Uaw m PlH{, of

Ju:C'. Mo!?Sil \'1-9tz UaE

·
1s

.
.
not able to resolve the guilt
or other cmotwns
connected with rape.

•

"tuatwn--by the boyfriend of a roommate,
datc: or a man the victim has dated twice
·"-'·····- ar<' less likely to define this as rape.
·

Tte Rape Crisis Center is concerned about thl?
· r,f Vi<'tim who does not report the crime and

t}u,g iJ.IVfl/? ~lti•I-J~·lflt; tupil- fr;f zJ:t: liigt;t

TJNM ~~j C/11L ;:;JtU:s 'rhund~~ !'¥,,,. 1J '{Jim.,
tiliH nn J2lt ll-JI Jlk.it.·r:. •Jr lil••.S!..' it;h:ruH·~ iu h·ar

!Jill!J IJ.J:~<: llrhf~·om~:. {Ufm-r i'lcLlivP!l >'rill hl' hdQ.
Ht:m..:mb1.·r ymu du~:>-

'Uw UhM. Alunmi

ta

•d

ad'ri~or

lmllilW.illtm

1:'hc.~c

:>tudt•nt!; M:kdt.:d will ft·tdn• rmarQ. r~r
uu minimum •'1' wuxhm.;w nld"iJ.
bn: IJf owtart.la lt;. tu~ gj>,;( n, Call lh~ f-Juumj ullin.'
'./.7'1 filiOS f•lr fur!hf'r fnft,.
•
hfu~ak~- 'rhn·t~ Ill

:!llllal ;J._dVll$1.iJ'Y S)'Sl~Jll !tif l;l)J JJH;tj!JffJ Jt j~ im
f,.,n~,,_t tJu;p;{IIP• tl1u~ ;;tli .musor~;~ ijJ1d riw~c
hcc£1Jn11lg Jna}!Jr~ m 111~ !ifmng gv to lh1.1 p1.btil.:.ll

6Cil:lJI.C(.> ufflce ~nd bf.l llf;lsignc:d J.IJl
the Jlft;!·~Jm:)Jlmt:.nt. pcnqQ bcgit1s.

A~>r.t,~'JillH;iJ 1s bf'fhmg: h.'tt<'J:'tl

ulhml :>twknw wh•J fi,)J;.trlb!.it(l
J:Jrouglt tl•dr liffH' and t:J{urt tu tlil' Unlv~·rr-ity.

Thf.! Plil~tlc».l Sci.~.;nct: JJ~;Jit· h.J:;. U[lJlrlflrl't] u PL'f

bl:'fc1rc

AnthropQlc.ta:Y Jnpjurs who v;j~)J tQ p;JriH'jp(l.tt.:' m
U1c I,h:partmcnt-l.l-1 J1oMrts program t>lH.1uld :>vnd on
UJ_I IJJ dnto tr1lll2Crip11Jpd a !~tt~·r jlJ.diCiiLliUg tht·ir
rl.!aeJJJUl ~ur ;•unti~!K tq vart.Jr;pat-l,i tv PrJJf. J3v>h.
AnrJ1 .11)2 A ~AV .l• rJr {t,~rlht·r i11fo r;.1ll 4.\14-l.
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2S6·9t9o
1031 Sun Mn teo S.E,

5mcc 1'167

Dia De I.Ja Raza
Friday, N••v .. 7tlt
<.
•
l~lll~l~ ~I)MISSif)I\T
.1.00 am 1:00pm Speukere; in Sl ~B
--~,_1_.;..:(;...)() - 4:00 pm 0 pen II o W-)t.' a 1
Chicano St udic&
I~J.•ee M il6fc a.Jul
Ueft•csJ.Ilntcu ts

v·1?~Ims
· '~ho report a l;exu~l crime do not need

thmr namps ~o the tampus Police or to
~he Gentt'r. The tim"· place ur.d tiie typf' of crime
~~ ;~cor.ded. Gonnselliug 15 provided by tht' Hape
CrJSiS c~nter.
Vi~tims of a sexual cl'ime ar;- taken to BGMC
hospital by fl member of the Crisib C{mwr or
t'NM police. 'rh". initial visit, om· follow-up \'isit
and two counsullmg bessi<ms for th(· victim art·
freE> at BC:>.lC.

t''

the victim
brh_evc: that the attack is part of the risk in·
· _ m living her lifestyle. With the open
"'""'·m,,_dorms, women are achieving freedom bv
safety," said Ramsey.
•

Due to Recent actions oj your newlJ,J elected GSA President, Mr.
Bill Tryon, and other GSA officials, All graduate students with 6
or more_ credit hours, or those who have paid their activity fees,
are now eligi&ge for the regular student discounts to
all Popejoy Hall events. Please present your UNM lD. card when
purchasing tickets.

g!H'

UAN(~I~

Admibsion:

t hut night to

~1.()() JkT
]Jt" n,oll

.JASlUINI~
!J:OIJ pm 1:00am

!-Jl H Hallnmm

• ' s o·. n c·
· 1,_/~~. ~ 0
P eptno
·
entra
O. ArtG t
<~ ./~t;.

COMING EVENTS

Sun. Nov. 16 · 'H'lie Sa111 DW.eg6 BaiUet Co~
Mon. Nov. 17 - Hit BWay Award Winning Musical
WiUt:/len~ess

wh~ther (liDJJ}(JJCrB m Alb un
rcr,ula~JOOL <:vnc(•rmn_g (:11Uilhty

Concerned nbnut

90 Per Cent of Rapes Unreported

G:rrad.u.mtl:e Students Please Note

- AHU

'l'hcre W!lro sevoral incidents
of pel.ty theft in different places
around the campus 1111 on the
same day. Last Tuesday, $11 in
casli ana three U.S.lO-cent stamps were taken from an offir<l in
the UNM Pharmaey; two rolls of
quarters, a $5 bill, $3 in small
change, and 7 $1 hills were stolen
from the Physical Plant; and $20
in cash and a $12.50 ~heek were
stolen from the Communications
Disorders building.

laura Allende

"1'1<"" ~ll·c>d dorms are very open Bnd

2~3

no bomb was found.

rate in the world and a 2(j per
cent unemployment rate. '!'he
World Bank has said economic
conditions under the junta are
far worse than under the A!l.,.nde
regime.
Betita Martinez of the Chicano
Communications Center will also
speak. She recently returned
from Panama as a member of a
gr-oup concerned with informing
the people of the United States
about the Panamanian people's
movement for sovPreignty.
Tickets for the Allende
program are 50 cents .for students and $1for the public.

A lt•a.ting "il'~k<'sW<lman fm• a
f:hiiNtH rl'~istall<'(' moV<'lll<'tll,
Allr•Juh•, !l:l, MW liv<'s in Mllxi<'o
vilwrt• Rh<' is artivl' in an in
!crnalicmal <'ampaign of sntlJlort

Ask<>d if lw thought it would hl'<'"llll' po.•~ihh> ln hirr
fMulty, ilavis said, "Ohviously I'd lilt~' to, hul it's ton l'l\rly to
rl'.~istal\<'1' against tht>
fm• that \llltil we know what thP formula will g<'ll<'raiP."
· ,mllltn•••v jmlla ruling Chil<' .
Just as s<l!\1<:' sl'honls stand to g<'l mnrP huuls than in tlw
others fa~t' th<' prohahilily of hudgPt Ntis. A provisi<lll has .
Shr• iR a form<>r mt>mher "f
built into th11 J.tl'<liJosal ln givl' tho~<' sl'hools lim<' lu pial> f~r
in Chili>. Wh<111 t11(' junE'X\lE'II<lil \ll"l'S,
~~arn" t 11 }\ow('r two y11ars ago,
A11<>t ht>r provision will offs<:>t I h<' s<H'allNI N'lliiOIIIY t\f si7r '
W!IA J\lll<'<'d nnd<'r hous<'
has soml'thnt>s ht>l'll llR<'tl M a juslifi<'aliou for rnnlinutng to the
l until la:<;t yN1r and th<'n
way of fut\ding.
unrl1!r full arr<>:<;t. 'rh<' <'harg!' was
Tht>t'<' is a )H••wision to IH'<'V<>nl srlwols from mnnipulatin.~ of "illegal litl'rature>
formula hy ll1t>nt1s llf gt•oss hudft<'l adjustmrnls m• ~~~~~~·~('
w"ntwns." Por fiv<> months
morlifirations.
. r<•rll!lil\l'd in t.h<' Tres Alamos
1'h<' provisinu \'<'ads, "Any inrrt•ns<' in HC:li pt•mlut•limi a!
Linn Ct>ntcr and was finallv
per division or ~rad\lalt' l<'V<'l in exr!'ss of fiV<• IJ<'l' rt'lll mn~t
relt·~IGI'II as the result of i~·
plained to Un' llnard of l•iducationall•'innnre (BID!•'). Any ''"''"n\e! wrnaticmal pressure.
upper division <W ~rnduall' SGH in 11 IJ!u'l-icull\1' <'Mt
(acnd<'lllir ral<'gory) in <'XCI'ss of 10 pl'r CNit must lw t>x·Jnln1ln1dl
th<' BEl<'.

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Sun. Nov.

ptwson pl11ying hasl<etllall in
Johns?n Gym had a $l00 jacket, a
$76 ,silver bmeelet, a pa.ir nf
Lovi s and a hlllt. lluekle st41en
r;om the mnin floor llf the Gym.
'1 here Wl\s n bomb threat in
Hokona Hnll Sunday. The Hall
was CVIlCIJated and searched, but

Allende's Sister to S eak at UNM

POPEJOY HALL

Dong'B: BotJjer Me? II Can 9t Cope
Sat Nov. 22 · TweiftPo Nug~ii:

'/.t,t: J;NU r.·l./f;t;fJJ;j{ t:JJ.JkJ will Jiit·~r.: 7J:.ur~Aa;....
til.:; t;[;Jj HI> 251JA lti TJ, B l11 li/ JI-m

/-.l~~~aj~il In

: IJ}.tlt'-:tPil!f.l/1 t JflafdiJ I

r(,//m4dt·

1/.1.04 Lead Jl.ve,, 812
Albuquarqt~e, New Me}Cino 37106 •
Calvin BerH.:h, Pastor Ghmnh 2.42~2606 ·
2804 fi<;ridij Ave. 1\Jl~
Hl:l!). 381
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WATERMELON MOUNTAIN JUG BAND

Sunday 7:00 to 11:30 pn1
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Poetr~ Presents Somoza
The ASUNM Poetry Series will present Joe Somoza reading his
poetry in the Anderson Room of Zimmerman Library tonight, 8
p.m.
Somoza has a varied background. He was born in Asturias,
Spain, and since becoming a citizen, he has taught at UTEP and the
University of Puerto Rico. He received a degree from the U. of
Iowa writers program and presently is teaching writing at NMSU.

He has a chapbook Greyhound (Grande Ronde Press), and he ha&
been published in many small magazines and is included in Passing
~ Through: An Anthology of Contemporary Southwest Literature.
:;;l He has worked as a Spanish translator for the U. of Iowa In·
~ ternational Writing Program. His poetry is distinctly American. He
brings an intense contemplation to bear on daily life and explores
00 the transformative power of emotion and memor .
0

-~
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ExplotQtlon Into manson Killl
There Is Still No Answer to Why

z

<t>

"Helter Skelter"
Vincent Bugliosi and Curt Gentry
Bantam/$1.95

.

..
•

"' * "'
By Chris Belcher

~

.

•• *

Wail to the ravens who prowl the ·field and pluck blood
f rom the eyes of dead rodents
Cry to the rats in their pits of bubonic darkness,
Caress the carcasses of bee-stung donkeys
- P~ostrate thyself before syphilitic whores '
and cnpples with rotting teeth
Ta~te :he loins of God and know that
No1se IS vanity and silence is boredom
and the low life is no life at all.
Anonymous

~

"Belter Skelter" does more
than give a comprehensive
report on a sensational crime. It
provokes thought about some -of
and those he owes
the most important social and in- as it were, placed in suspension.
great
A non-fiction work could not be Manson's
tellectual issues in our society.
magnetism
reminds
me of
The effect of rock music on more fascinating than this one.
late
Haitian
dictator
"Papa
There may be differences of
violence, the relationship betopinion
about whom in "Helter Duvalier. Duvalier imrariablv lrn
ween reason and authority in
pressed foreign visitors
religious and political belief, the Skelter" to identify with, but I ~-xq~isite Gallic charm~
role of the press and the suspect that even the most hardor
perverse loosed the dreaded To
police-not to mention the ad- as sed
vocate system-in justice revolutionaries will find them- M'ecoute on his political
achievement (or preclusion), the selves cheering for Bugliosi in his
and told his uneducated
psychological traits of people battle to convict all four defen- that all dogs were his spies
would report talk of co~•sprra~
that could follow someone like dents-Charlie, Leslie, Sadie,
and
Katieof
from
two
to
seven
to him. this is precisely the
Charles Manson: these are only a
quality of charles Manson.
few of the seas the shock of counts of first degree murder.
What is most frightening
"Helter Skelter" begs one to
As for the theory of hist;orv.
about Manson? It is that he, a
plumb the depths. of.t
I
may
call it this, frmn
5'2"
bastard
son
of
a
careless
16
To be sure, the immediate ef·
title
of
the book is taken:
feet of this first person chronicle year-old girl, an incorrigible
does
not
convince me
i
by Vincent Bugliosi, the district criminal at the age of 12 or 14,
attorney who prosecuted the could flatter and seduce several provides the true motive for .
"Sale Price" by Terry England
Manson people, is the in- dozen girls into worshipping him Tate-LaBianca murders,
ducement of a profound fear, as both Jesus and the Devil. His less for the other slaying
and his family have been
disgust, and deep-stomached loyal groupies were and still are
nausea which I can personally ready not only to kill but to die of.
'""'"oif·., sits
recall having experienced in such for him.
data in bits;
a combination only once or twice
On the other hand, that
The
irony
is
that
despite
the
owle1:lge
of Man"
son felt obliged, either by ,
before.
devotion
of
his
women-and
I
use
ultimate pian.
After getting past the
own need for legitimacy or in
gruesome first chapter, however, the possessive ad· der to control others, to
rapport,
one is compelled to become per- visedly- Manson speaks of them his actions in terms of an
more data and more;
sonally involved in the life of as "ugly bitches." He brags to easily eight months
ICipates
and observes
which one is reading and the other men that he needs the gir Is with meaning.
preserves;
bloodiness of the whole thing is, only as "pieces of ass" for himself
and is never perturbed
to be mock-disturbed
that he too is Man.

Take it from ol' Gonzales ... palate
pleasing Juarez silver or gold Tequila
comes from Mexican cactus, too ...
with an imported personality all its own
that's proving more fashionable,
fascinating every sip. Mixes beautifully,
tastes great.

~

Tryouts for an experimental production of Hamlet ~ill be held
tomorrow (7:30-9:30) and Saturday (2:00·4:00 P.M.) in room B125 in
the basement, of the Fine Arts Building, UNM.
Performances of Hamlet will be January 22-February 1, 1976, in
the UNM Experimental Theatre and the main theatre at the
University of Albuquerque. Rehearsals will begin in early Decem·
her and will be held mainly at night.
Both novices and veterans are welcome to try out for the 18 or
more places in the company. In addition, production personnel are
needed. Anyone with a desire to participate should call David
Jones at 247-8340 or 277-6340.
The directors of Hamlet are David R. Jones and Joe Toulouse.
Jones has directed plays by Beckett, Brecht, and others since
coming to Albuquerque m 1971. His most recent work was an adap·
tation of Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus, February 1975.
Toulouse has acted and directed in Albuquerque and the southwest. He recently wrote and produced the four-channel sound track
for Titus A ndronicus.
j

Therc will b(! n voter rcgilltntion
tbc StJB Thursday, Nov. 6, th30a.m. to2p.!"
'l'h('re wiU be an l)rganizationnl
MECHA, Thursday~ Nov. 6, 6 p.m.
Th{'re will be .11.n organizntionnl
MECltA, Thursd11.y, Nov. 6, 6 p.m. nt
Honors C.('tlt('rin Zimmerman.

·.

n

UNM Rodey Theatre's Production of.

'

Moliere's

TARTUFFE
November 7, 8 1:f

November 6, 8,

12, 14,22

... VISUALLY STUNNING
THEATRE -Alb. Journal

13,15,21'
-f:fMatinee

present.
8 p.m. at the nt'W Albqucrque
L·D will consist of a .slide show •. o.
and short demonstration and d:mce pieef; .
companymcmlmrs. 50c donntiotl io;reqoes~(~

UNIVERSIT\' .
OF OSLO
INTERN A
SUMMER ..,..._.•,

Oslo, Norway
June 26- August 6,

Undergraduate
Graduate
SKJLLFULL Y HANDLED
A COORDINATED
ENSEMBLE WORK. -Alb.
Jour.

Tickets Available at UNM Fine Arts Box Office 277-4402
Student Discount • $1.50

International Student
For catalog write to;
I
Oslo Summer Schoo, •
Admissions
c/o St. Olaf College
Northfield, Mn.' 55057

Two years

General Store
111 Harvard SE

,I
'.I
I

'I

Faded Glory Jeans
Southwest's Finest Head Shop

.

'

I:

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

POPEJOY HALL
San Diego
Ballet Company

I

• I

I

Program

Short Elc~tion Commission

I Don't Miss-

Makers of-Hond Made Indian JewelrY
OLDTOWN

Present
A Company of Talent and Excitement
The

'Nov. 7, 6:30p.m. at the Student Inro

Blue Key Meeting, Friday. Nov. 'i.
SUB Selection o!new members will ot:~llT

I

i

sucked dry of data,
notebooks sated I
·o~r•·•il11 " packs to leave;
people, he imagines, grieve.
he's intense
and make sense
on lives. lived without his analysis
· wh1ch he couldn't be: Anthropologist
. l:cture, get promoted, or eat.
'
It IS that he's among those elite
to seek Knowledge of Man.

The UNM Ballroom Do.nrc Club w>;;
meeting Fridny, rm 101, Car1islt:' Gym. 7 p.r:

9

'

In ~rder to give the literary
magazme, The Thunderbird a
chance for survival, the Lo'so
arts submission page will end at
the close of this semester. The
la~t time this page will appear
will be Dec. 4.
If something goes wrong with
the Thunderbird, the page will
be revived next semester. If the
d~cision is made to continue
WI~h the magazine, then kiss
th1s page good-bye.

J. M. Sebring

t

Brecht's
Caucasian Chalk
Circle

1

Kisses in the night.
;::;·
Ethereal delight.
~
Love is the power.
~»
~·
Life's final hour.
-<"
You are here with me .
0t"'
George A. Gesner o-

Notice

People for Hamlet Wanted

Og NO s£~ORffAI

~

><

ropologist

N

L'Rmour

Bubonic Do.rkness

Ho.iku
of my mind
empty thoughts behind,
unpaved.
George A. Gesner

I. Napoli - A joyous wedding celebration is
threatened by witchcraft
II. Harp Concerto - The harp is featured in the
Music by Boieldiey, the dancing is an
inventive blend of classical & modem
III. Paquita - Virtuosity abounas to the exciting
music of L Minkus

Sunday, November 16 - 8:15 pm
AND
The Hilarious AJI Black B'Way Award Winner

DON'T BOTHER ME-

ICAN'TCOPE
Broadway's Best Musical of 1974
Monday, November 17- 8:15pm
Tickets For Each Show Now Available
$7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
Undergrads with activity cards and graduate
students carrying six hours or more
1/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121
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They Aren't Glory
Guys, But They're
A Hell Of A Line'

Minor or Non-Revenue: That's the. Question

Q)

>

Z.
,o
° Jespersen

(Continued from pag.a 1)
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said he beiieves the
largest cuts should come from
football. "If any sport is fat, it's
football," he said, "Lock how
many coaches per player there
are."
Council Chairman AI Parker
responded while the UNM football program may look "fat" compared to baseball or women's
basketball, it would look meager
compared to the grid programs
at Colorado or Arizona State.
"If you don't care to have a
competitive program, you can
spend less money," Parker said.
"Of coure, then you can't count
the
Lobo
Club
or
on
organizations like that, because
they want to win."

Singer said he feels some
minor sports may be overfunded.
"We hav.e possibly the highest
budget for track of any scho~l in
the United States," he said. "For
what we derive from it, there's a
chan.ce it may be overfunded."

University of New
Mexico Press
. '='

ANNDAb EHRIITMAI

BBEIK IAbE
November 10 through
November 14
Monday through Friday
See details in Monday's LOBO

Lobu Photo

Robert JesperSen

Roebuck said, "If we invested
enough money in track, maybe it
would be a revenue-producing
sport."

PIR
Any student interested in
running for Board of
Directors, candidate
statement forms may be
picked up at NMPIRG
office, 1054 Mesa Vista Hall.
Statements must be
retumed by Nov. 12, 5 pm

Tl.l

TM

"McDonald's Quarter-Pounder_ Or Quarter-Pounder

with Cheese. Just right for a heavy appetite."

Murs
jM!=Jont
MENAUL -AT SAN PEDRO
LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
CANDELARIA AT EUBANK
5324 4th STREET N.W.
I.T JUI.N TABO

On the question of recruiting,·
Jespersen said he believes
UNM
1s
faced
with
a. Roebuck asked why $1000 was
philosophical problem concerning spent last year to recruit.a marthe role of intercollegiate sports. ching band.
"Why do we have to recruit a
"On the council, we've looked
at athletics as a way of producing band?" she said. "We have a '
people who are proficient at music program."
these sports and can teach them.
However, sports seem to be per- ·
ceived by the state as a public
service.
"If we cut minor sports," he
said, "then we're not producing
the people we think we're
obligated to produce."
Parker said he questions some
provisions of the new NCAA
budget-cutting rules for similar
Singer responded that UNM is
reasons.
stepping
up recruitment of
"Basketball can only recruit
stu'dents
in
all areas, a11d that "as
six players," Parker said. "That
far
as
the
band
goes, part of the
bothers me a little because now
cost
for
it
is
incurred
by the
the coaches aren't going to take
Athletic
Department.
You'll
have
the kid from Manzano, but the
kid from Chicago with more to take that up with John
Perovich IUNM Vice President
talent.
for
Business and Finance).
"Then the local kid won't come
Council member Greg Jones
here to become a proficient coach
said
he thinks recruiting is
and make a career out of it," he
necessary
to get quality people,
said.

whether for a. marching band 01
for football.
~'New Mexico doesn't produc1
that many quality athletes, eo
you have to go elsewhere," Jone1
said. "To make money, I gue 01
you have to spend it."

'
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ByJo Lopez
It's three o'clock in the afternoon. The athletic complex on
the University's South Campus is
buzzing with athletes. Most are
football players dressed for practice, with old jerseys, or P.E.
shorts and cut-off shirts. Some
players have knee pads on-some
are taped.
In the games room, as in most
rooms or offices throughout the
building, a meeting is going on.
This one involves the offensive
line.
Coaching graduate assistant
Ron Voris takes over in the absence of Offensive line coach Bob
McCray, He outlines the plays on
the blackboard while the offensive line, some eleven players
. listen attentively. They are
seated on scattered chairs, some
sitting at a big conference table.
Most have. their crossed legs
placed on mther another chair or
the table. A projector sits on the
table awaiting its usual roll for
the day. Voris is talking ...
"We were having problems of
penetration in yesterday's practice. Now this is the Buck 26
Trap ... Everybody got that
straight ... "
After diagramming plays on
the board, Voris turns to the
projector. The lights are turned
out. The projector is turned on ...
Voris: "Strong tackles have
to move here. There's some
there. Jake, where
supposed to be? ... You
bloc:ked (Steve) Wilson there"
"No. It was (Dave) Gre.en,"
Jake (Gonzales), second
strong guard for the Lobos
The film goes on.
·
"What defense is this?" says

Athletic Business
Bob DoBell said the ba!3ketba!
program was turned around
coach, Bob King.

Skiers. H·OP
To Expand

By U:areld Smith
Hurtling down a briiR'ht-wllite
slope, digging in with your
lifting. The sky tumbles,
green of the pines streak by,
struggle to orient yourself.
skis crunch, you swerve, almost
fall, your knees bend. The
the lungs work overtime,
By Doris Martinez
The UNM cricket team started in 197 4 without financial support, have done it. You are a hot
Not everybody has the
without equipment and with only 40 members. Despite the fact the
first two above-mentioned items prevail, the cricket team still exists to become a "hot dog," but a lot
people like the speed and thrill I
today.
The number of players is low, presently 20 members because downhill skiing. You may
"people do not enjoy playing cricket without the proper equipment even want to race, but merely
and it's hard to get equipment without mQney,'' the president of the joy the sting of the wind
your cheeks.
cricket team, Sunil Anaokar, said.
There is no doubt about it, cricket is an expensive game to equip.
The problem with many
Anaokar said they had requested funding in 1974 from ASUNM but try to "get into" skiing is
they were turned down and told that there would be no money for A skier needs cash for
them from the finance budget committee. They needed $200 to start.
ment, for trip expenses,
The low membership is due partially to low funding, Anaokar said, sometimes the skier has
but more so because cricket is thought of as being totally Indian orien- finding someone who shares
love for mountain snow.
ted.
Anaokar said, "I can see how this came about since cricket is played
Stanley Bronisz, a sp,oke:smar
"Stack Weak," says one
mostly by foreign students. But this is not the case. It is true that now for the UNM Ski Club, said
player.
the team is largely composed of Indian students but it is not only for club hopes to help its me:mbeti
"No. It's Play 26," says
them. Many think that because the team was originated by some out in those areas this year.
another.
people from the Indo-American center, that it was only for those ski club is going to have
students. But this is not so."
broader base this year,"
Anaokar said, "Americans are great players." He said Americans said. "It'll be for beginners,
are good at baseball and cricket is very much like that in respect to levels."
batting ability, running and fielding.
.
Bronisz said the club is
"I hope that more American students will join. They are fast on the
tempting to become
field and great sportsmen."
"Colorado,"
he said, "has
There are no requirements to join, no age limit and both sexes are
members.
We
don't expect
welcomed. However, there is a fee of $1 a month since there are still
that
big,
but
with
a bigger
no funds for the team. No prior experience is necessary, Anaokar
said, and anyone on the team will be glad to teach an interested per- we wouldn't have to
son. For those of you who are not familiar with the rules and trips."
The club will be
regulations, the cricket team plays every Saturday east of Johnson
trips,
discounts and for-thc:olnu
gym and you can see the game in action from 8-5 p.m.
Since 1974, the cricket team has played one game. They defeated clinics at Thursday's
7:30 p.m. in SUB room
Las Cruces on their home field by a favorable margin.

Cricket Club Remains
Despite Lack of Funds

" "O.K. It's Play 26," says Voris.
Now what are we going to do to
them?"
More Voris comments as the
film rolls on.
"If you can't g;t him like that
T.om (Morris), you've got to get
h1m on your knees. You've got to
decide that on your own."
"On this -play, if he's not going
to threaten play any more than
he has there, just go ahead and
run right past them."
"Come as deep into the backfield there as you can, Mike (Andrakowicz). You've gotta hustle
the whole time now."
The film ends. Voris talks a bit
about the San Jose (San Jose
State-Lobos next opponent)
defense. He then dismisses them;
centers to snap the ball and
oth.ers to prepare for practice.
Th1s practice they'll watch
tomorrow.
The film ends. Voris talks a bit
about the San Jose (San Jose
State-Lobos next opponent)
defense. He then dismisses them;
centers to snap the ball and
oth.ers to prepare for practice.
Th1s practice they'll watch
tomorrow.
Such is one aspect of the life of
an offensive lineman. Not much is
~eard about the
offensive
lmemen. When New Mexico
pla~ed Arizona, they were
pra1sed much for their pass
protection of quarterback Steve
Myer. Other games they've met
praise, but still not much
recognition.
"They're conditioned to that.
They know they're not going to
be big stars," says McCray. "It's
fun to coach them because of
that. They're football players
who like to hit. Otherwise, they
wouldn't be offensive linemen.
They are going to hit somebody
on every play. Some defense men
like the backs don't hit on every
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drawkowicz. "We also havesome
good young linemen that don't
play a lot but will help us out
next year."

"These guys aren't no glory
guys," McCray said. "They're a
hell of an offensive line."

What are the rewards for an
offensive lineman? "We give
them roadrunner awards for such
things as a perfect block, or if the
lineman initiates a block and puts
the other guy ri~ht on his back."

Saturday Nov. 8, 7:30pm
SUB Ballroom Students $1.00
General Admission $1.50

A·.S·U·N·M
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NOTICE TO ALL TAXPAYERS
THE 1975 TAX SCHEDULE WAS DELIVERED TO
P. TIMOTHY EICHENBERG BERNALILLO COUNTY TREASURER
ON THE 17th DAY OF OCTOBER, 1975

FIR~T

.AI.OUQUER.Q.UE APPEARANCE
WITH SPECIAL 6UEST ST~

"ECONOMY CAR
28 MPG in town (EPA)
o Front wheel drive
• Rack & pinion steering
o Four wheel independent suspension
o

First installment of 1975 property taxes due November 1, 1975 and delinquent December l
1975. Second installment of 1975 property taxes due April 1, 1976 and delinquent May 1, 1976.
Taxes not paid prior to delinquency date incur interest at the rate of one (1) percent a month,
or fraction thereof, as well as penalty of one (1) portion of a month, they remain unpaid The
total penalty shall not exceed five (5) percent of the delinquent taxes due except when the
penalty is less than $5.00 the penalty imposed shall be $5.00. Payments may be mailed to:
P TIMOTHY EICHENBERG
BERNALIT..LO COUNTY TREASURER
P.O. BOX 627
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87103
WITNESS my hand this 17th day of October, 1975.
P. TIMOTHY EICHENBERG
BERNALIT..LO COUNTY TREASURER

CORN~

STRI;&T

SfMPI()NV

SAT,NOV 6' 6PM
JOHNSON GYM u~A~~~~~
AL..BUQ,UER.QUE, NEW ME'XICO

ALL SEATS RESERVED! $6-50 ($.SO :>TUDENT:>) - -

.

.

AND $5.00
TIC!<eT

• Plus trc!qht dealer prep he & tax

\_

\.

i

Sponsored by UNM Boxing Club

'75 HONDA CIVIC
41 MPG!

-
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POETS-If you have talent, the world needs to
know, we have the place, .. Call Toby 296·7655.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

11/7
UNM BOXING Nov. 8, 7:30 p,m, SUB· Ballroom,
Admission: Students $1,00, General public $1.50,

minimum. Adv~rtisements run five or more

consecuUve days with no changes, nine cents per word per day, (no refunds if cancelled
before flve insertions), Classified ad·
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call 255-6811.

Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954,

BUT DOES California admit Okies, George?

N-EW. MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center,

NICK- What's the matter I thought you loved
Carrara's homemade Italian food. Mal'y.
,11/7

Quality to-sPeed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backP.aeking equipment, Trail Haus Cyelery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256-9190.
t.rn

BUON COMPLEANNO, Vince DcMenno. Avec
Amour.
11/6

1972 PINTO, red w/economical 4 cy/erlgine,

11/6

DAN, when arc you going to get tltat piece of junk
running? D.H.
11/6

AM/FM S-track recorder with afl the goodies,
11/14
$9.86 per month, 256-3505.

WANT TO SHARE some thoughts? Try AGORA
277-3013,24 hours.
11/7

GIULI, Good luck with your B.P. D.M. &

NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout, Buttonholes, blindbems, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of $4,00,

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have fricn·

ds who care ilt Birthright 247-9819.

tfn

TAROT PALM I-CHING readings, 3007 Central

NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642.

10/30

B.H.

2.

11/6

262-0637.

LOST & FOUND

MALE, SILVER-Black Norwegian Elkhound, 1
year old, Reward. for return. 265-1134, or

242-2757.

11/11

SILVER BRACELET; round turquoise stone. MH
· 121. Initialed. Rewardll Sentimental Valuell 842·

Thursday

9301, 266-7183.

3.

11/12

SERVICES

Man

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6.

In The
White
Suit

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Fraucnglass 1 Editorial Consultant. 344-8344. 11/3

British Satire

Prepare now, call Pro(essional Edueators of New
Mexico, Inc. 255·4050,
11/14

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-gr-ain or pushprocessing of film, Contact
sheets or custom proofs, High quality enlargements, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265·2444
orcometo1717GirardBivdNE.
Un

PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1'11'1 Girard Blvd NE.

WILL TYPE
3292.
1117

PAPERS.

Call

Kim.

265·

Saturday
Day for Niqht
Director: F'r~nclos Trul(•ut

f

4.

11/6

SHARE two bedroom furnished apt near campus.
247·2550. $82.60/mo.
ll/10
BEST UNM Luxury Apartments. Spacious, nicely
furnished. Security. Bills paid. 208-209 Columbia

11/11

SLEEPING
ROOM-kitchen
privileges
everything furnished. 3 blncks to UNM (female
only), 242-4489.
11/10

SUB Theatre
$1~00 7 & 9 pm

5.

911.6

FM

5710.

S'I'EREO

1117

WOMAN's 10-speed, portable sewing machine,
negotiablee. Diane 266-2995.
11/12
STEREO, AMP speakers, turntable $80, 268-

1595.

1117

ZENITH Color TV, cash money, offer;· 266-

6994.

• •'
an .exquisite
movie:'
-REX REED,

•
IS

Syndicated Columnist

11/6

4x5 SPEED GRAPHIC $90, Mamiya C-33 or C·
330, 65ni.m or 80mm lens, Nikkon 200 mm
telephoto, many other photo items. We trade &
buy cameras & photiJ items. Gunrunner, 3107 Cen-

11/6

WATERBED
6x7 king size with hardwood
frame and foam rubber pad. $20, 618 Jefferson

NE.

8:00 SID

Photo by Wendell T. Hunt

Acting Afro-American Studies Director Harold Bailey meets with other Black instructors.

11/6

11/6

TWO W-A DlAGNOSTIC
reasonable, 298-3875.
11/6

6.

6:009:45 ST

Kits.

New,

Cartoon Carnival - 12 Great Ones
M. hty

THE ALBUQUERQUE DANCE Theatre needs
typist. Part time work, flexible hours. Call 242·

•o

DON P.A.NCHO'S

Popeya

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

11/6

IN

RELIABLE YOUNG LADY. Part time housework
and orchid culture. Gail after 1pm, 255-

2415.

8.

Instructors Not Eligible for Tenure

MOVIE

Betty Boop, Bugs Bunny, Road Runner, Superman,

EMPLOYMENT

0547.

MIDNITE

11112

WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition.

293·1816.

~OLLVWOOD
T~i;;; GOLD!;;;N RG!;

THfDAY
OF THf lOCUST

MISCELLANEOUS
11/7

DONAlD
KAREN BLACK
STARTS FRIDAY

FORSALE

IMPORTED CLOTHES directly from India by
UNM student. Very reasonable price. 842·9048.

Sot & Sun
Bofore 6

11/7

7:00 & 9:45
Sat & Sun 1:30 & 4:15

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under _the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !;i.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

No Black Undergrad Faculty at U.

By Beth Morgan
A study done a year ago showed UNM had no
full-time, undergraduate professors in its
UNM now has 735 full-time unergraduate faculty members. The AfroAmerican Studies program's 11 part-time indo not have faculty status· and are not
eligible for tenure.
Harold Bailey, acting director of AfroAmerican Studies, said the lack of faculty status
tenure ranking is a major issue among the
instructors.
"This issue will be brought before the administration for consideration in the near
" Bailey said.
Jones, the asst. vice-president of
.Ma!lemic Affairs said, "Afro-American Studies
not recognized as an academically legitimate
r·•e•••u•, so it is not authorized to hire full-time
nes1ae~

the program's lack of recognition, funds
full-time professors' salaries are short since
must come out of the budget for Ethnic

\"!ant Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classif;ed Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

i

r,

'
Enclosed$---#- Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone __________

Bailey said, "I think that Ethnic Studies instructors aren't given faculty status due to
misconceptions on the content of the courses offered. The administration has the idea that we
are teaching reverse racism and merely consciousness-raising courses, rather than factual
academic courses.
"We have suggested that full-time black
professors be hired," Bailey said, "but no action
has been taken. I'm just waiting for someone to
say we can't find black professors with adequate
qualifications."
Other Ethnic Studies groups and Women
Studies face similar problems concerning faculty
status and tenure.
"These groups sprung up as a reaction to a
lack in the Univ.ersity. We are being
educationally cheated if we are not exposed to
their contributions to society," Shiame Okunor,
administrative assistant, said.
Afro-American Studies has work to do. Over
the last three years, black student enrollment
has been going down and drop-out rates rising.

0

The recently renewed
ASUNM Teacher Evaluation
Program is being well received
by the faculty, although some
still worry that the program's
work might prove biased,
Student-run evaluations of
professors were first tried at
UNM during the late 1960's.
They
were
discontinued,
however, a few years ago when
several members of the faculty
complained that the evaluation
process being used was unfair.
In particular, the professors
were upset with an ASUNM
teacher evaluation booklet printed in the spring of 1971. The
booklet contained carciatures of
professors accompanied by
"evaluations" of them written by
individual students.
Patty McCarthy
Patty McCarthy, chairwoman
of the program, which was done poorly, it can create serious
recreated in September, said counterproductive effects."
Tuesday this year's evaluations
Steger said there could also be
will be conducted scientifically.
problems if the evaluation is not
The evaluations will be based correctly administered and
on a uniform computerized scored.
sheets distributed to all students
Steger said there could also be
in a professor's classes. The same problems if the evaluation is not
sheet, which includes about 50 correctly administered and
questions, will be used for all scored.
professors.
"I'll cooperate if I'm selected
McCarthy said 465 faculty for evaluation, but I hope the
members have already been
/Continued on page 8)
selected
at
random
for
evaluation, but she said they will
be given the choice of not participating in the program if they
wish.
She added that any faculty
member who is not selected, but
who wants to be evaluated, can
volunteer to take part in the
By S. V. Hinch berger
program. Eight have already
Results from the Oct. 13 Com·
done so.
I
Several professors contacted munications Skills Test (CST)
by the LOBO said they would, if show that out of 453 students,
selected, take part in the 188 or 41.5 per cent passed, down
evaluation (the results of which almost 10 per cent from the Aug.
will be made public in a booklet 25 test success ratio of 52 per
scheduled to appear in late cent.
The August test had 211
November). But some still have
doubts about the validity of the students of which 48 per cent or
101 students failed. The Oct. 13
program's findings.
test
had a failure rate of 58.5 per
"It's an extremely difficult job
cent
or 265 students.
to construct a good questionnaire
Only
half of the 154 students
that would apply to all teachers
at the University and all classes," enrolled on a provisionary basis
said Art Steger, chairman of the in the College of Arts and Scienmath department. "A freshman ces (A&S) who took the test
math course is totally different passed.
All A&S transfer students and
from an upper division literature
re-admitted
students will have
course. If the questionnaire is

!]
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Skills Test
Shows 58%

.Failure Rate
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rcontinued on pag(' 8J

Money Goes to the
By Mike Gallagher
Note: This is the first of a two-part series
heroin addiction in Alouquerque.)
Heroin- it comes from a pr~tty flower which
in the exotic, poverty stricken lands of
Turkey and Thailand. It is brought into
I'"Ufllrll~s where the standard of living is high
to afford· a slow death.
The death comes not only to those who find the
irresistable, but to the society in which
live. The society felt safe when the junk was
by the poor and the junkies preyed only on
poor.
O?ly when the death spread out from the slums
Into the "nice" neighborhoods did people begin
realize the threat posed to their children, their
l'"'estyl
Crime rose, streets became dangerous
even the home could not provide a sanctuary.
The society increased penalties for the use of
; the society nas spent millii>ns of dollars
drug rehabilitation, drug prevention and in the
the number of junkies increases.
Who are these
who cost this society over
1MI!Ior·"•

•
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POOL TABLE, balls, cues, and rack, $100, 296-

WAITRESSES. $2.00 per hour. Art or Leonard,
A & P Dar, 247-3491.
11/10

FORRENT

SE. Call255·2685.

.

NEW SHIPMENT at Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
Fantastic new clothes, Hawaiian shirts, wool
coats, hats & elegant dresses. Lots or
miscellaneous. More coming next week, 3409 CentralN.E.
11/6

3875,

cost. Creative Services 299-7930.

.,~l"'""

BICYCLES Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. Gitanes $115;
Bertins $165. R.C. Hallett's World Champion
Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 843-9378.
tfn

6441.

11/19
WEDDING INVITATION & Photography at low

j

DOBERMAN PINSCHERS Champion liiles, AKC '
registered. 247-4437 after 7 p.m.
11/10

FOUR 12" JOHNZER speakers, One summit, and
one keystone calculator. Sell reasonably, 298·

PROFESSlONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric. Guar·
anteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298-7147.

Friday, November 7, 1975

11/14

t.. INE.

11/7

-

DAILY

extent or severity <a - disease>
· political Progressives 6 : of, relaun~ to, or constnutmg .a verb.
form that expresses action or state m p~ogress at the lime of
speaking or a time spoken of- pro.gres.IIVB·IY adv- pro.gresswe-neas n

BENJAMIN MIRAC0RD Turntftble new needle$60, tape, recorder Sony TC666D reel to reel,
4-track, push button contrDls, $125, 266·2711. 11/7

SMITH-CORONA OWNERS! Service by the
manufacturer! Guaranteed supplies and service by
the only factory owned and operated service
facility in New Mexico. Rcnsonllble rates: Cast,
quality service. Free estimates. Ncar UNM: 1719
Girard NE, 1/2 block north of Indian School. 268·
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts, thesis,
dissertations, SOc per page. 845-3288.
11/7

Teacher Evaluations
Do Not Bother Profs

New Mexico

4 : mcreas1~g ID
~ often cap : of, or ,rclattns to

$1400, Contact (,Ji~izens Bank of Albuquerque,
298-8777 ext 281 or 252,
11/11

11/6

yr. 898-6073after 5:00p.m.

c : of, rda~mg to. or. co.n~ututmg. an

: moving forward or onward : "DYANCING

BEADs·, wholesale prices. 268-0527,

Marron Hall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 201
Albuquerque,N.M.
87131,

btl

}

AFRICAN

11/)2

REBECCA. Hope you have a. nice day.

findin~s. or opportumues

educauonal theory marked by emphasas on the mdJVadual child,
informality or classroom procedure, and e,ncouragc:mc:nt o.f self'
c:,;pression 2: of, relating to, or charactenzed by p~ogres~on .. 3,

trn

GAIL: Got ihe messngei am keeping bottle. Hap·
py Birthday, .. Nefarious.
11/6

~

.s
p...

in car, 10/22/76 PLEASE call again, important or

11/6

1pro-grea.aive \pr~'grcs-iv\ ,adj 1 e ; of! relating t?, or c~arac
tc:riz.ed by progress b.:. makmg use of •;n mterestc:d m ~ew.•deas.

Fidelity equipment 40, 50% off, All reas<mable of.

vertisements must be paid In advance.

~L.--------------------~
.....
·o; 1. PERSONALS
~ FREE: Lovable white female shepard X spnyed, 1
8

on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268-8455.
12/4
CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi

fers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE.
256-3505.
11/14
LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The

1117
WOULD STUDENT Who called about brClwn bag

Rates: 15 cents per word per day 1 one dollar

'WATE~ TRIPS. Wnter beds, Water bed systems

Marron Hall, Room 131
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

lt; Daddy's Arm'
one billion dollars a year (estimates run up to 10
billion)? The LOBO interviewed six junkies to find
out just who they are.
MARIAN, 19, is from a Chicago family of
lawyers and doctors. She said she has never stolen
to pay for the heroin but she admitted to whoring
for the money.
She sat in a fast-food restaurant and told how
she stays alive from day to day. Her speech was
punctuated with "Ya know, man," and street
language.
"A whole crowd of us got into it and we'd party,
pretty wild for 14 or I5-year·old kids. Most of them
got out early ...some of us stayed into it too long,''
she said.
"I'm only on now to $20·25 a day and it isn't real
strong. The stuff in Chicago was bettel·, stronger,
There's always some guy willing to pay off in ju"nk.
Sometimes if I feel all right I can go to the bars
and get some cash.
"It was harder in Chicago. I was afraid of running into my parents. I eat once a day in a place
like
n she said,
fCon!ihued on page 31
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